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PHOTO

OF

MUM

Mum was my role model. She was industrious, kind and
loved life. She was proud of her hair; it was very long, silky,
soft and ginger. Not a lot of people have red hair in Ghana,
so she became known as Maame Ofiri, which means 'albino
lady'. In Ghana, if you have long hair that isn’t too kinky or
curly, it’s really good. When mum turned 100 years old she
cut it short for the first time. She didn’t see the point of
wearing wigs and encouraged us not to wear them. When she
died earlier this year, the funeral bearer put a wig on her at
first. I was so upset because she didn’t wear wigs at all
during her life and felt quite strongly about that.
They buried her without one in the end. She was 102.

Helena.
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TIGHTS
When we were kids, me and my sister used to put tights on
our head, pretend we had long hair and play grown-ups.
Now, I wear tights to protect my hair, which definitely came
from my mum. She used to pay for us to get our hair steamed
at the hairdressers. If we didn't wear tights to bed and
messed up our hair, she would get so mad. I would always do
it, except later when I started staying at my friends' houses
when I was a teenager – I was a bit too embarrassed.
Akua.
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I

AM

NOT

MY

HAIR

When this song by India Arie came out, I was not in a good
place with my queerness. I was mostly raised in Nigeria until
secondary school and I was in a context where I wasn’t this
enough or that enough. I was intrigued by the song and the
idea that so much of who I was as a person was defined by
what I looked like on the outside, in relation to my gender
or sexuality. I like that the song is about how the outer shell
is so irrelevant to what you are inside. I think hair is very
important to my identity, on a surface level I have psoriasis
on my scalp which was stress-induced when my dad died
when I was 21, so I’m always hyper aware of that. I’m loc-ing
my hair at the moment, and it’s a process that requires me to
be extremely patient. I'm also training to be a barber. My
hair is a physical reminder all the time to chill. My favourite
lyric is “I looked in the mirror for the first time and saw”
because I think at that point that was not happening at all
for me - I couldn’t wait to get there.
Mr Wesley Dykes.

DON'T TOUCH
MY CROWN

TINUKE FAGBORUN

HAIR

RECIPE

KIT:

(to hydrate)

(best served whipped)

(for DIY
hair masks)

(soak to make a soap)

(to nourish your scalp)
(to lock in moisture)

400 YRS WITHOUT
A COMB
SOPHIA

LARA

STAFFIERO

I smooth the thick oily product through your locks,
my fingertips gliding over the rippled strands
and as my hand gently recedes from the labyrinth of coils and spirals,
each one defiantly springs back as if to say
I am here
despite 400 yrs without a comb,
despite travelling across oceans
to lands where we are categorised as ‘bad’
for no other reason than that we refuse to be stretched into submission
I’ve survived
the hot combs and chemicals,
I’ve declined their invitation
to tune down my ‘unprofessional’
Now watch my unapologetic curves boast
We are here to stay

Precious Girl, Fierce Woman
do not spurn your majestic feathers and wish them to be anything other than
they are
our intimacy
is not found in the glimmers of silk-pressed ebony,
nor in the whiteness of peroxide blonde
it’s tucked away in the crevices of barber shops,
between the clasp of two knees,
in the bond of a lock or a braid
it’s found in each and every one of our unruly coils
that declare in the only way they know how
in their refusal to lay down, to surrender
despite 400 yrs without a comb,
despite too many lost years away from home
We’ve survived,
We are here,
We will stay.

BLACK WOMEN
IN ARCHAEOLOGY
(where

are

they?)

Since India Jones is my favourite problematic hero, I ended up trying to study
Archaeology for my undergraduate degree. It wasn’t long before I felt
incredibly... confused. Where were all the black people? And where were all
the black women? I was fairly sure they existed irl but they definitely didn’t in
my curriculum. Ancient history, as we are fed it, is littered with heroic white
and slightly tanned Roman men, fighting with lions before killing each other
in a plethora of exciting ways. We are so used to hearing about prehistoric
man, cavemen and grunting male Neanderthals. Before the Romans, there
were Greeks, before them, there were dinosaurs and nothing in between.
It wasn’t until I stumbled across a book (which quickly became my holy grail)
in the UCL Archaeology library during my MA in Cultural Heritage, that I
realised the Greeks depicted their mythological heroes as black women. In
vases from the time, goddesses like Medea, Artemis and Circe were depicted
as black. It has to be said these goddesses were also generally
meddlesome/villainous in some way but that's another essay for another time.
The book in question was Black Women in Antiquity by Ivan Van Sertima; an
unassumingly thin anthology that was last taken out of the library in 2003. It
was hidden on the lowest, dustiest shelf at the back of the library. Flicking
through it one day, I saw a faint picture of a breastfeeding woman, drawn
with distinct cornrows on the walls of a 5000 year old cave in the Saharan
Tassili plateau. Not only was I ecstatic that I had found a book about the
representation of black women in the archaeological record, but it was also a
lightbulb moment seeing a hairstyle so many of us have worn, reflected
thousands of years before us. It shouldn’t have been surprising at all really,
knowing that humanity began in Africa. Lucy, sometimes called the African
Eve, is wo/mankind’s earliest known ancestor and was found in Ethiopia in
the seventies.

You can trace the Medeas, Artemises and Circes from Greek mythology back
to the African continent too, where queens were independent rulers. Africa
appears to be the birthplace of matriarchal societies, and this form of social
organisation still flourishes today. Before there was a word for ‘queen’
Hatshepsut become the first female pharaoh of Egypt in 1479BC (she schemed
her way to the top), demanded to be called king, dressed as a pharaoh and
successfully expanded her empire. An absolute mood. According to some
ancient Ethiopian, biblical and qur’anic texts, Makeda, the Queen of Sheba,
was appointed as queen by her father in 1005BC and ruled over a vast Empire
including upper Egypt, India, Syria and Armenia. In fact, Ethiopia comes
from the Greek meaning ‘land of sunburnt faces’ (very literal, thanks Greece)
but in ancient texts referred to vast areas including Cush, Nubia and Libya.
And don’t let Hollywood fool you, Cleopatra was probably black.
As archaeologist John Henrik Clarke wrote “more nonsense has been written
about Cleopatra than about any other African Queen, mainly because it has been the
desire of many writers to paint her white”.
Despite all the evidence, it’s particular hard for certain people to get their
head around the fact that black people existed in the past. People were very
upset when it transpired the Beachy Head Lady, an ancient skeleton found in
Eastbourne from around 200AD, was in fact a black woman from sub-Saharan
origin living in the sleepy Sussex town. It’s the PC police gone crazy when
there’s a black person in a period drama, academics lost it when a Roman
centurion was played by a black actor in a BBC kids show (blame Julius
Caesar who brought lots of black soldiers to Britain), and even ardent Dr
Who fans thought the inclusion of black and brown people, and history, in
the time travelling show was way too much too handle. What’s worse is that
thanks to the whitewashing of history, it can be hard for black people to
imagine themselves in history. Despite what the European “explorers” wrote,
our history goes back way before colonisation, before slavery and exists after
it too – we just need to catch up.
Read: Black and British, David Osuloga. Brit-ish, Afua Hirsch. Don’t Touch My
Hair, Emma Dabiri. Black Women in Antiquity, Ivan van Sertima.

KORANTEMA

ANYIMADU
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HOT

COMB

The hot comb is symbolic of my journey; of spending years in
the hairdressers, waiting the whole day to get my hair done
because everyone was given the 10 o’clock appointment,
wasting time and having my hair blow dried to death.
There was no thinking or reflecting time because of all the
noise and the hustle and bustle. Since I’ve had my hair natural,
there’s more quality time. It gives me more opportunity to
talk, to spend time with myself and the people around me. It’s
a time that often doesn’t exist in the family unit anymore.
When you look back over history, the times where stories are
shared, and remedies are passed down through generations, are
often when you are sitting between the legs of your sister,
your mother or your grandma. As an MP, I meet lots of people
and sometimes they do say things to me about my hair.
Some say I should have my hair straight, more European, to be
more palatable and acceptable. I’ve had my hair natural for
over 20 years, and loc’d for 2 years and I have no intention of
putting chemicals in it again.
Dawn.
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HEADSCARF
Having my hair done was a sad, sad experience! My hair is 4C
and tight, so getting a comb through it is hard work but
mummy is the only person I would go to, to braid my hair.
Mummy would start on a Thursday before her night shift,
plait half my head on a Friday, so that by Sunday it was
usually finished. I used to cry when I only had half a head
done. Sometimes we would bring our friends over to get their
hair done too, so mummy was basically doing our hair on
rotation. I love having my hair in different styles. I like my
natural hair just as much as I like my wigs and headscarves;
that versatility is part of the beauty of black hair.

DUKU
I had surgery in 2006 and the treatment made all my hair fall
out, so now it’s really short. At secondary school back home,
we had to have shaved heads. The school made us do that
because having braids or long hair might make us distracted
from school work. After school, I got my hair relaxed straight
away. I used to go to the salon and have lots of different
hairstyles before my surgery. I wear my dukus a lot – when I’m
rushing about I wear this black one because it’s so easy. It was
busy at home because I worked two cleaning jobs and had a
third night job at a Sainsbury's warehouse. Cooking and
cleaning for five children and doing their hair felt like a fulltime job too.
Gloria & Joyce.
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THE HOLY TRINITY
Blue Magic, Sulfur 8 and Pink Oil Moisturiser were the
classic trio, the Holy Trinity. They were used consistently
by my mum when she did my hair, which obviously is not
good for you but we knew less about it then. The colour of
the packaging was so exciting as a child, but then when you
opened it - ugh the smell! I hated the way it smelt so
unnatural and artificial, and the way it rubbed off on your
pillow and left a stain on your headboard. Now I go to the
hairdressers to get my hair done and don't touch those
products anymore. The relationship you have with a good
hairdresser is sacred and when you find a good one you don’t
let them go. Sometimes I don’t even look in the mirror
before I leave my hairdresser’s house. That’s how much I
trust her.
Otegha.

MULAN ITOJE
model and founder of spring melanin

Where did the idea for Spring Melanin come from?
In 2016, I experienced racism from my flatmates and colourism from my partner.
I became very self aware of my appearance in a negative way. The treatment I
received was violent and hurtful but at the time I did not have the right
vocabulary to express my emotions. This coincided with me becoming extremely
ill with what I thought were period pains. I went back and forth to the doctors
and hospital for 3 years... ongoing. I eventually became bedridden from
exhaustion and the pain. After sharing my symptoms on social media, a few
people got back to me with core problems it could be, such as, fibroids,
polycystic ovaries and endometriosis, which my symptoms are most similar to.
In my search for healing I attended many self care events and realised there
wasn’t a safe space for darkskinned women of colour (woc) specifically. It wasn’t
until I met two darkskinned Ghanaian girls who enlightened me with their self
care that I wanted to create a space specifically for darkskin woc, from darkskin
woc. I wanted to recreate that nurturing energy and embody a new mindset
around prioritising caring for ourselves and reflections of ourselves. A physical
space as free of judgment as you can get. A space that can help provide us with
tools to manoeuvre in a considerably racist and colourist world.
Spring Melanin is for women and those who identify as women. The launch was
titled ‘Core Health’. I provided goody bags, a masseuse, manicurist, life coach,
self care workshop, a talk about core health and a spoken word artist. We had
over 50 people there, I greeted and hugged each attendee. I had never done an
event before, truth be told, I didn’t know what I was doing but I knew what I
wanted. I wanted to relax the body and mind so attendees felt safe and seen.
By the end of the event I was exhausted but I found great holistic healing and
knew this concept was bigger than me. I used the feedback to adapt Spring
Melanin accordingly.

I ran a second event titled ‘Layers of Beauty’ exploring body positivity, hair
texture and beauty. We had around 100 attendees. It was a great success but I
had to do a lot more research and build a team to improve how I catered to
attendees. The third event, ‘Pain To Power’ was a sensitive topic for myself
discussing abuse, trauma and how we can turn our pain into power.
The amazing award winning actress and screen play writer, Michaela Coel,
spoke on the panel. I made no announcement of her participation, she was a
brilliant surprise and the audience gasped at her arrival. It was a dream come
true for me, I’ve been astounded by her support thus far. It was confirmation
that Spring Melanin was reaching the people that needed it and was causing the
necessary conversation. We are now on the sixth event, with a growing team,
residential therapist, self care facilitators and a strong network.
What was it like starting something from scratch?
To make it all happen I was resourceful as fuck and although I was in hospital
two days before our first event, I still refused to cancel and curated a goody bag
worth over £100. With the help of the facilitators and services including Mori
events, ‘Our Naked Truths’, Skyn Deep masseuse, London Mobile Nails, Sachan
from ‘The Womb Room’, Jaz Life Coaching, spoken word artists and botanical
drinks, the event was a success. I came up with the concept but it was a
community effort. As a model there’s a lot of tokenism. You’re representative
but not included. My beauty has been exploited and underpaid for years. Once I
became aware of this, I went through the process of unlearning the mythical
truths I was told, negative connotations attached to my skin and all that I had
internalised. I now have the privilege to use my beauty without the tokenism,
stereotypes or negative connotations, to create a platform to showcase other
darkskin woc.
Why was it important to you to focus on darkskinned womxn of colour?
It would be ignorant to pretend we don’t see different shades and tones.
Colourism has been spoken about by many and researched by even more.
It exists around the world and is perpetuated by the media.

I have tried to curate a safe space focusing on protectivism aka self preservation,
self care from the societal and institutional lack of representation, and negative
observations attached to our external image. Feeling safe enough to be
vulnerable, open, transparent and create change where there can be change.
How would you describe your hair in three words?
Regal, curly, shapeshifting.
What has been a low point and a high point in your relationship with your hair?
The high point was cutting it all off. It was so liberating to use the hour
(minimum) usually spent on my hair, for meditating, journaling, stretching. The
low point was transitioning to natural and feeling like I didn’t know myself. I
cried throughout the entire process.
If you had to choose one object that evokes a memory of your hair, what would it be
and why?
Che lingo's Black Girl Magic because that's when I felt my hair was really
flourishing.
How would you like your work to be remembered and where do you want it to go in the
future?
As the first physical safe space for darkskinned woc for nurturing, healing,
conversation and relaxation – mental health accessibility, community and
empowerment. I want to make mental health services more accessible for woc. I
want the building and the land it’s on. I want plants, fur on the walls,
comfortable seating, a place that’s comfortable enough to cry in. I want a space
where people can divulge in the fact that they have something to offer and their
experiences are unique and valid.

find Spring Melanin
@springmelanin
www.springmelanin.com

CUT OUT COLLAGE
This collage is an ode to
black
girl
magic.

It's about searching for

representation

and

in the media

nostalgia

It's a journey towards accepting oneself.

NANA AMA OWUSU-ANSAH

POST APOCALYPTIC
SILÉ EDWARDS
I hear the creak of the door and the four wheeled rattle of the trolley on
the polished floor as she comes to collect me. I stay seated, wanting to
prove that I am willing to co-operate this time. The door to my pod
slides open.
‘Complying this time, are we?’ She says with a raised eyebrow.
‘I learned my lesson from the last time Miss.’
I move slowly to the trolley, sitting first, then swinging my legs up onto
the thin tissue paper that lines it. She leans over me, pulling the straps
around my waist and ankles. I hate the satisfied smirk on her face and
divert my eyes to the needle going into my arm. I focus on the
anaesthetic rushing through my veins, grappling with my nerve signals
to create a fog of numbness, but there isn’t enough. I feel my body
fighting back. Little currents of my own electricity break free of the
anaesthetic’s fog and shoot towards my brain screaming, I am still awake.
Adrenaline floods my body and I fight down the urge to whoop with joy.
It worked! The nurse lifts my right arm and lets it drop. I hear the
satisfied sigh and small grunt as we move away from my pod and down
the hall.
Something knocks the trolley and sends a shooting pain up from my
elbow, but I stay limp. Staying limp means staying alive, staying alive
means finding out the truth, finding out the truth means getting out.
A sudden thud. The lights above my eyelids get brighter. The silent air is
suddenly filled with beeps and clicks. The trolley slows to a stop.
Ice cold fingers press patches on across my chest. A peg is clipped to my
finger and I hear a male voice.

‘Did she struggle much this time?’
‘No Doctor.’
‘Good. The retraining can only work if they comply. You can go now
Julie.’
‘Thank you Doctor.’
Footsteps, then the squeak of the doors. My head gets tilted first to one
side, then to the other. Gel is rubbed into my temples and a small object
gets pushed into them. I feel a small prick and know that it has pierced
my skin. My heartbeat starts to quicken and a machine to my left starts to
beep faster. My toes curl, as the fear of being discovered builds and‘You were supposed to fix that. Turn the volume down.’ The Doctor snaps.
No response, but the beeping stops immediately.
‘Right.’ He murmurs. ‘Let’s test your empathy.’
A couple of taps and suddenly, I’m standing. A tangled clump of braiding
hair rolls past me, like tumbleweed in the cowboy films. I look down, my
legs are covered in blue denim and my feet are tucked neatly inside some
lilac pumas. I move my hands, which are beautifully manicured, with
mustard yellow acrylics adorning every finger. I put a hand to my head
and am only mildly surprised to feel the thick rope twists that used to be
my signature hairstyle, rather than the smooth baldness of my scalp that
I’ve had to get used to since being in The Facility. I look around, taking in
my surroundings. I’m on a high street now; or what used to be a high
street.

A bent bullet-ridden sign welcomes me to what's left of Peckham Rye.
A few months ago, we would have been stopped by women calling out to
me, asking if they can do my hair, trying to seduce me into their salons.
The sounds of the record shops, inviting us in with their music and
culture. The smell of freshly cooked wings and rice and bread mixed with
acrylic nails and varnish used to decorate the air, but now all I smell is the
black of burnt buildings, the horrible stench of blackening blood under
nails and over bodies that are all around me. I feel the bile rising in my
throat and I pull my jumper over my face.
This is exactly where I was when they took me. The government had
decided that it was too widespread to treat. The screaming.
The scratching. The gaunt eyes and frothing mouths. It was easier to send
in an army than a team of medics. I see a tub of the stuff on the floor,
crushed. The gel leaks and oozes in a puddle. I step closer to it, the hatred
bubbling in my chest. I remember my older sister, begging me to use it to
slick back her hair and my mum coming in to ask what new product she
used to hol’ up her hair like suh because it looked so good. I remember the
doctors refusing to believe that a hair gel could turn her eyes yellow and
her skin scaled.
A clanging from behind me.
I spin around but see nothing.
A shuffle.
I pick up a metal pipe laying to my right and raise it as I turn, searching
for the sound of the noise.
Another shuffle, closer this time.

I don’t hesitate before I swing.
The pole would have buried itself between the eyes of any adult but
soared over the head of the small child sitting crossed legged in front of
me. The first thing I notice is that she's clean. Ridiculously so. There's a
noticeable layer of ash already settling on the suede of my shoe.
There's not a spot of dirt on her. Her hair is plaited in neat rows, and her
skin is like sun-dappled mahogany. She smiles at me; her adult teeth
haven’t even come in yet.
I’m torn.
I don’t know how she could have gotten left behind. Anyone infected was
eliminated and the rest of us were taken to The Facility.
I kneel in closer to her and catch sight of the fine row of puss-filled spots
that frame her hairline, and I notice that the whites of her eyes are tinged
with fine streaks of yellow. I scuttle back from her, choking on the clouds
of dust that I stir. All that time in The Facility will count for nothing if
this girl infects me now, they’ll never let me go back to my family.
My fingers close around the pole, and I lift it into the air again.
“She’s not ready. Pull her out.” The Doctor’s voice.
I’m back on the trolley, with a bright light shining onto my closed eyelids
and the sound of beeps and clicks tells me I’m back in The Facility.
I sigh, feeling defeated and no closer to the reason they are keeping us
here.

The End
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DENMAN

BRUSH

Mum would brush my hair with a Denman brush and I
looked just like Diana Ross. She's Chinese Singaporean
and my dad’s Kenyan. Dad liked my hair out but I think
my mum wanted to contain it. She often said it was hard
to manage. I was really into Rock and Indie music when I
was 16 and it was a really white scene. I wanted my hair
to move like white people’s hair, to have weight because
when you have hair like mine and you’re headbanging it
just doesn’t work. I felt so out of place, so I straightened
it. I think my hair is quite important to my identity.
People have called my hair different things over time they’ve said it’s wild, loud - and I think I’ve internalised
some of that. I guess I’m quite a loud person and my
personality is wrapped up in my hair.
Amina.
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EXTENSIONS
From the age of 5 my hair was always in extensions. I wouldn’t
leave the house without having braids in my hair because I
didn’t feel pretty. A lot of the girls at school had their hair in
extensions and we used to do each other’s hair at break time.
One girl would charge £2.50 to do your hair in cornrows.
Being at a school that was predominantly black, there wasn’t
any othering because of your hair, but the prettier and more
popular girls who the boys fancied were usually mixed race or
light skinned and had straighter hair texture. At the time, we
didn’t have a term for it but you could call it colourism now.
It’s funny, it takes a while to articulate your experience as a
black woman. I’ve experienced microaggressions in the past,
like people saying "you’re really pretty for a black girl" or coming
up and stroking my hair.
Sicgmone.
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WIG
Back home, everybody has a hairdresser in the family.
My sister is one and she used to do my hair for me. I’m so bad
at maintaining my hair myself so when I moved here, I braided
it all the time, or wore weaves and wigs. I lost my mum at 12,
so no one really taught me how to do my hair and I have no
baby girl of my own to practice on. Once, my manager called
me into her office just to ask me about the wig I was wearing.
She was so curious, she wanted to touch it and ask me lots of
questions. My sister made this wig for me - I’ve only worn it
once because it’s so heavy but I still love it.
It reminds me of her.
Rose.

LOCS
3 personal perspectives
from 3 different countries

Etta
St

williams

Thomas,

Jamaica

"Wearing Sister Locs connects me to my
ancestors. I've been researching the
ancient Kemet Kingdom and it's how they
did they hair. The Egyptians took it and
the Greeks took it too. It's no HIB (hair I
bought), it's all mine and I can style it
how I want. When you do HIB you're
taking someone else's DNA and putting it
on your head, and I don't want that"
8

years

Mayowa
osinubi
Berlin,

Germany

"Freeform Locs is related to my culture
because it taught me how to love my
blackness in its roughness, nappiness,
and effortless perfection"
2.5

years

Nana

darkoa

Accra,

sekyiama

Ghana

"People who have dreadlocs are very
much still discriminated against here in
Ghana but it is slowly becoming more
acceptable for women in particular,
especially if it's well maintained. There is
a lot of scepticism around men who are
Rasta or have long hair and
'non conventional' hairstyles. I think this
is linked to our history of colonisation
and neo-colonisation.

When I first returned to Ghana
over 10 years ago, natural hair was
still rare and that's changed a lot
but it is still unacceptable in
certain professions like banking
and law. When I was a teenager, I
had straightened hair, cut it to a
number one when I was 20, went
through a phase of two strand
twist, and then loc'd it"
12

years

illustrations

by

Adjoa

Anyimadu

CARNIVAL OF INSPIRATION
CHRISTINA

MARSHALL

PLAYLIST
1. Afro Blue, Robert Glasper feat. Erykah Badu
2. Golden, Jill Scott
3. I Like That, Janelle Monae
4. We Don't Give A, Nao
5. F.U.B.U, Solange
6. Two Of Us, Tweet and Tashawna
7. Enemy, Kelela
8. My World, OSHUN and Jorja Smith
9. Precious, Esperanza Spalding
10. Red Clay, Charlotte Dos Santos
11. Tempo, Lizzo feat. Missy Elliott
12. My Power, Beyoncé, Tierra Whack, Nija,
Moonchild Sanelly
13. Tomboy, Princess Nokia

AN INHERITANCE
OF MELANIN
ELLA

PALMER

I'm walking along the beach in a whist full breeze This year isn't passing
In the Caribbean waters
I hear the voices of passed family
‘Renmen se lavi ki dire sou la pou toutan’
Melanin is the universal love in which man bathes - it is our terrestrial paradise.
Yet - the worst of this global sickness is fear.
Colour transcends the slight topography of human ignorance.
We find power through others’ suffering.
The virus - it rages.
People say it only attacks the pale, but that makes the accuser as infected.
Difference divides us and this poisoned vision is inherited through generations.
The blood of sensibility is melanin
We consecrate ourselves inside it
And yet still struggle to find, its most perfect vision
My heart’s memory turns to you.
Your room seems stuck in a perpetual summer
It’s embraced laughter and tears
Can I fill it with your laughter?
Each word a sunbeam
Glancing in the light
Our smiles glow
Our skin absorbs the Sun’s Rays and our hair defies Gravity
This is us

Amongst the pandemonium of our image
I present you with the universal Brown.
Brown as an open door to the soul
An infinite possibility,
Only becoming infinite in its 7 billion hues
I have walked behind the sky.
In all the combinations of PANTONE Bliss.
PANTONE: a system for matching colours, used
in specifying printing inks.
Ink used for permanent scribbles on our skin.
They:
define
shape
past
future
present
It is us and we are it.
To be a wanderer of this fathomless void, leave the labels and segregation that
imprisons you in your prison of simplicity.
Remember,
For in these rich brown and peach hues there are no boundaries or solutions.
How did my ancestors cross the grey river
as they set out for a polychromatic shore
under this checkerboard sky?
Once in a while I dream a dream as magnificent as the loving touch of my
Grandmothers. All the old taboos of Blood lines and Blood colour Blue blood and
Bad blood Our blood and Your blood
Disappear

from Plaits, Princesses + Pink Moisturiser

AFRICAN CARIBBEAN
ELDERS CLUB
Mrs Johnson: When this photo was taken I wasn’t even 18 yet. I went to
Winifred Atwell’s salon in Brixton and the boy there did my hair for
me. When he finished he called Winifred over and she said “oh I need
to get this on camera” and they took my picture, so it must have been a
good job. This was taken in 1959.
Dorothy: I prefer my hair dry, so I don’t oil it much. I love to feel the
texture of it. We never really love our hair for what it is. With life
experience I’m learning to love it. We grew up straightening our hair
to fit in, especially for work. We damaged our hair through trying to
please other people. I used to have long hair that I would flick about.
In my 30's I had dreadlocs but cut them off before I went back to
Jamaica because I knew my relatives wouldn’t like it. There’s a stigma
there.
Wanda: I used to put a fork in the fire and straighten my hair in secret
because our parents never agreed to let us do it. After I straightened
it I would tie it up quick so my father couldn’t see. Once my father
came up to me and touched my hair - I had forgotten to tie it up and
he shouted at me "you think you're a big woman?! You'll get TB!"
Vera: I would plait my hair and use pretty ribbon to tie it. We only
used Vaseline during school. It was only when I started working that I
would use a lot of Dixie Peach. To straighten our hair, we would use
the iron comb on the paraffin heater, put the Dixie grease on your
hair and you would be looking perfect!
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AFRO

COMB

I call any afro comb; wowch. The ouch, because when our parents first
started raking through our hair, especially when you have those pure,
gorgeously tight packed curls, oh the pain you go through. But then
when you look back and see what the pain leads to - that’s the wow.
I used to go the hairdressers every Saturday when my sisters went to
get their hair done and I would sit there mesmerised because I couldn’t
have my hair long myself. I lived vicariously through them, and the first
time I saw my mother with straightened hair, I was fascinated by the
way it fell. When I was in my 30's, I had the intention to be like
Rapunzel - I grew my hair long and texturised it. Now, I refuse to
straighten my hair or wear wigs that aren’t afro when I’m in drag.
There’s always been this lingering misconception that the more
Caucasian you look, the better. The lighter the skin, the straighter the
hair, the narrower the nostrils. It all comes from a colonial guilt and
inferiority amongst black people. When I see Caucasian people in afro
wigs, it’s like they’ve scalped an African person and are wearing them
for fun.
Son of a Tutu.
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STRAIGHTENERS
I started making wigs because people told me it was good as a
protective hairstyle. It’s so easy to change up too. It’s the straighteners
that bring my wigs to life. I don’t know if now I’m realising I have, not
an identity crisis, but I’m lacking acceptance of my natural hair. I didn’t
like to manage my hair in the past because I didn’t know what to do,
I didn’t know how to make it soft, so I would just put a wig on and go.
Now I’m learning that my hair is my hair and it’s not going to change.
A lot of aunties will say that Jojo’s hair is too long and I should cut it.
I guess they come from a time where it’s not traditional for boys to
have long hair, but I want to tell Jojo that just because he’s a boy
doesn’t mean he can’t have long hair. I mean, I bet no one’s telling Jesus
he can’t…

Sarah & Jojo.

Illustrations by Korantema Anyimadu

LEKIA LÉE

founder of project embrace

Where did the idea for Project Embrace come from?
It came from being hyper-aware of how insidious and frequent the negative
messaging around afro-type hair is and how this can negatively affect the selfworth of black girls who are constantly bombarded with images of beauty that
does not include them. I wanted my daughter to grow up confident and I
knew the mainstream media was not designed to do that, so I decided to
create the diversity I wanted to see and that was the start of the
#Afrovisibility billboard campaign - powerful images of black women with
their natural hair that would be highly visible in the mainstream.
Has there been a particular highlight of the campaign so far?
Oh gosh, there have been several highlights, one of them was when Colette
Phillips shared the campaign on her LinkedIn profile and received more than
900 reactions. Among them was a black reporter, Antoine Allen, which
resulted in the campaign being covered on the 6pm ITV news. But if I had to
choose, it would be when I saw the billboards live on the motorway.
Giant images of beautiful black women and men with their natural hair on
such a public platform for all to see. I nearly cried!

How do you think things have changed for women and their hair in the last few
years?
Very little has changed. Black women and girls are still struggling to see their
hair as beautiful and therefore worthy of time and effort. The adjectives used
to describe the hair of black women is still largely negative. Many of us cannot
see ourselves in our own hair. Opting for straight hair whether through
weaves or wigs because of ease, is a reflection of how we really feel about our
unique hair texture. There has been progress well documented on social media
but we certainly have a long way to go still.
Describe your hair in three words?
Thick, versatile, beautiful.
What do you want girls your daughter’s age to know?
You are enough. No other hair is superior to your own. Loving what you have
got is the most powerful statement you can make about your beauty.
The most beautiful feature of a woman is not her flawless skin or long hair or
lashes, shapely lips or perfect make-up but her confidence. Do not let the
negative and false narrative around your features and hair prevent you from
enjoying the beauty you have already been blessed with.
If you had to choose one object that evokes a memory of your hair, what would it be
and why?
I think it will have to be those small wooden parting combs with just three or
four teeth. It reminds me of home and my youth and getting my hair done.
They could make such perfect straight lines. Maybe that is why I love perfect
partings even though I am not an every-strand-in-its-place kinda girl.

Where do you hope Project Embrace will be in the future?
Global. Validating the beauty of black girls and young women all over the world.
Creating powerful positive beautiful images of afro hair that will be seen by
everyone.
Is there anyone else you admire who is doing work in this area?
Oh yes, there is Vinna Best founder of CurlyTreats Festival, Michelle DeLeon
founder of World Afro Day, Leslie-Ann Saunders a hair artiste, and all the hair
stylists, bloggers, vloggers, influencers and authors inspiring and encouraging
black people to reject the mainstream narrative that positions our hair as less
than.
What one piece of advice would you give to women navigating hair and their identity?
Embracing your natural hair as part of your identity as a black woman is a
powerful stance to take. Hair is part of everyone's identity. I do not know any
era in any part of the world that has not placed some relevance on hair and how
it identifies us. The texture, colour, length, style choice, are all part of the
communication tool used to identify you as a person. It is no different for the
black woman. However, because of racism there is this need to control black
bodies and consciousness. Consequently, our hair as part of our identity is
heightened and takes a more magnified role with even deeper meaning.
So, while embracing your hair to declare the pride you have in your identity as a
black woman might seem a little difficult, it is a worthy journey to take. There is
a fantastic sense of victory and satisfaction that comes with finally being able to
see the beauty in your natural hair despite being surrounded by an environment
hostile towards the beauty of black women.

find Project Embrace
@projectembrace
www.projectembrace.org.uk

photos courtesy of Project Embrace
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THE

SIMPSONS

Up until I was 11, Sundays were the day that I got my hair done.
I would sit in front of The Simpsons and my mum would comb my
hair. It was difficult for her because my hair was so thick. I got my hair
relaxed when I was 12, as a special birthday present. Now I don’t do
much with it, I usually just wear it straight and tie it back which is
useful for playing football. I still watch The Simpsons now. I actually
watched one the other day and thought I hadn’t seen it before, but by
the end I was like… oh yeah, of course I have. My favourite episode is
the one where Lisa becomes a vegetarian; the family go to a zoo, Lisa
meets a lamb she falls in love with and then she starts seeing the lamb
everywhere. I’ve seen that episode way too many times!
Lisa.

DAX
Mum did my hair till I was 18. She was really rough - old school
Caribbean style - you know, you can’t put your hands on your hair or
she’ll smack you with the comb. When I was 18, I used to put water in
my hair to make it into a bigger afro at the back. It was an ex-girlfriend
who told me to do that. She was older than me so of course I listened to
her, even though she had a weave on and didn’t do it herself. Doing that
to my hair cut it up so bad, and my hair was so dry that I started using
Dax again. My mum used to use it all the time when we were younger.
Mums know!
Chanel.
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SPORTS

MEDALS

Destinée: These are my most recent sports medals. The main time you’ll
see my hair out is when I’m doing sport. It’s kind of a difficult decision
for me because I usually wear a scarf, so my hair always has to look its
best when I’m playing. Your appearance is key - it’s like Serena
Williams, you’re not going to see her lacking when she’s on the field.
The thing about girls who wear headscarves is that people think you
don’t care about your hair because no one can see it but there’s a big
community of Muslim girls who care about their hair. I’ve done
Brazilian blow dries, braids to my knees (inspired by Nicky Minaj) and
I’ve dyed my hair too. The modesty around wearing a headscarf is also
about showing your hair to the people you love. It’s sacred and sports is
sacred to me. My main sports are cheerleading, basketball, football,
running and athletics, badminton, netball, rounders and I am a sports
leader at school too.

BOBBLES
Asha: I used to love wearing bobbles in my hair. They hurt like
hell whenever they snapped but it was worth it. They’re iconic!
I used to have my hair in four braids, and the bobbles would be at
the bottom of each braid. My mum did my hair mostly and
sometimes my dad did too. My parents always taught me to be
proud of my blackness but sometimes I feel like I’m too black for
white people, or too white for black people. My mum has long,
beautiful hair but she doesn’t really care about it much, she just
says what will happen will happen. And I think I’m like that too.
My hair colour changes a lot - it’s been orange red pink, purple,
blue, green, blonde, peach and teal.

WIDE TOOTHED COMB
Djamila: You don’t just have one type of comb. I have three; a wide
toothed, a bristly comb and a brush. My mother always did my hair.
She worked as a hairdresser for a long time, so I’ve never actually been to a
salon. When my mum used to straighten my hair, it would sizzle and she
would casually blow away the smoke. You know she did a good job when the
fire alarms went off! I remember this one time in my playground, there I
was, a Portuguese immigrant fresh off the boat and all the girls were in a
line braiding each other’s hair. I had to go to the back because no one could
braid mine. I’ve understood a lot going through school. There was an
incident in Spanish class where our teacher showed us a picture of a festival
where blackface was involved. I had to call her out on it but I also didn’t
want to fulfil the stereotype of the angry black woman. The teacher got
defensive and made it out like it was my fault.

LONDON

SALON

INDEX

EAST
Purely Natural, Stratford
3thirty, Shoreditch
The Traphouse Salon, Plaistow
Honey Hand, Leytonstone
NORTH
LuvNatural, Walthamstow
Simply Gorgeous, Kilburn
Divine Rootz, Enfield
SOUTH
Peckham Palms Hair and Beauty Centre
Elite Hair Lounge, Stockwell
Hype Coiffure, Battersea
Adornment365, Brixton
WEST
Hair Lounge, Notting Hill
Natural Gloe, Ealing
Junior Green, Kensington
ONLINE
Subrina Kidd @ subrinakidd_ltd
Antidote Street @antidotestreet
Afrocks @ www.afrocks.com

HAIR HOROSCOPES

korantema anyimadu
@black.hair.stories
www.korantema.com
I made this zine because hair occupies a beautiful yet
contradictory place for black women, somewhere in between
love, pain, self-expression and oppression. This project has
been a product of four years of research, interviews, funding
applications, writing, sketching (a little bit of hair pulling)
and I'm so happy you're here to share it. In this zine, you can
find photos and stories from the exhibition I curated,
Plaits, Princesses + Pink Moisturiser, which centred on objects,
nostalgia and amazing women, femmes and non binary
people who are making waves in their community.
The exhibition ran at Walthamstow Library, Locus of
Walthamstow and The Migration Museum, and won a Making
History award from the Mayor of London. This zine was made
possible by the Waltham Forest, London Borough of Culture
and is dedicated to Khadija, Uncle Kwame and Grandma
Korantemaa who told me to remember “be proud of your hair,
it is your crowning glory, your treasure”.

nana ama owusu-ansah
@nana.amaphoto
Nana Ama is a London based photographer and creative,
seeking to capture her story and tell the stories of others.
She enjoys getting involved with projects which focus on
themes of identity, intersectionality and nostalgia. Nana
Ama was the photographer for Plaits, Princesses + Pink
Moisturiser. She never leaves the house without her journal
or camera, feeling compelled to recorded the everyday. Her
purpose as a creative is to act as a vessel to amplify
important stories and to inspire rather than impress
through her work.

POETRY
sophia lara staffiero
@thesnakeandthecuttlefish
www.sophialarasite.wordpress.com
Writes poetry, makes YouTube videos
(for her own channel and the British
Council) and writes blog posts on
identity, books, travel, and everyday
musings. Uses her academic and
professional fields, as well as her
creative outlet as a means to travel
inwards and build a more ethical and
conscious life(style).

ella palmer
@ellambp
A 17 year old college student from
London, and an aspiring social
anthropologist and political activist.
Currently the co-president of her
college’s diversity and inclusion society
TIRAH (“there is rice at home”).
She encourages the celebration of BME
art and literature within her
community.

SHORT

STORY

silé edwards
@_Silesiad
Loves to create, organise and discover.
Silé works for a literacy agency and
enjoys reading with her dressing gown
on, with a game show in the
background.

ILLUSTRATIONS
tinuke fagborun
@tinuke.illustration
A British Nigerian illustrator living in
London. She loves coffee and true crime
podcasts. Her art is a colourful and
optimistic response to the dominant
narrative surrounding women of colour.
She creates illustrations in which women
are uncensored, empowered, otherworldly
and the architects of their own stories.

christina marshall
@christinamarshallgd
www.facebook.com/christinamar
shallgraphicdesigner
A graphic designer who is passionate
about the creations she makes. Her
graphic design pieces are based on
what London means to her. She has
epilepsy but does not let epilepsy
define her.
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dorcas magbadelo
@dorcascreates
www.dorcascreates.com

